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Cabs are among the most popular means of private transportation around the world. They are
utilized by people for managing their travel requirements in towns as well as cities. London is known
as one of the oldest places where the trend of taxi hire began. The black taxis are still considered as
a symbol of the city of London at many places. The usual method of hiring cab services is by looking
for a cab at a bus stand or a taxi stand. This is time consuming and inefficient method of hiring a
taxi. Due to the technological enhancements in the modern era, this trend of taxi booking has
become obsolete and online taxi booking services have been introduced.

There are many taxi companies across the UK that are providing online cab reservation services.
Reserving a cab online not only saves your precious time but also avoids the inconvenience of
getting to the taxi or bus stand and waiting for minutes and even hours depending on the availability
of taxi. The online cab reservation is easy to use for anyone. The online taxi reservation avoids the
hassle of bargaining and discussion with the cab driver as you get the option to either pay your fare
online via credit card or cash direct to the taxi driver. The booking system works in a few simple
steps. You enter your place of origin and destination and send it, as a response the company
provides you with a fixed rate quote.

Once you have agreed on the rate quote, you will be asked to confirm your booking, and as a result,
a cab which is nearest to your location will automatically be allocated and job information will be
sent to the driver. You will also receive a confirmation message along with a booking reference
number for any kind of further correspondence. Many of the online booking companies give you the
option to track the location of your cab by simply entering the booking reference number. After
getting the booking reference number, a uniformed driver with a luxury cab arrives at your doorsteps
in minimum time as stated during the reservation. The trend of hiring online taxi services has made
it very easy for the business travelers as well as tourists.

This technologically integrated cab booking system has not only provided a great convenience to
the travelers but has also made it very easy for both taxi drivers as well as suppliers to manage their
transportation businesses. The online taxi booking system has helped people in conveniently
making their travel arrangements for local as well as national tours. Aside from web booking
services, many companies are also offering cab booking services on mobile phones via mobile apps
which can be directly downloaded to any iPhone, Android or Blackberry Phone. CrossCab is one of
the leading online cab-reservation and private car hire companies of UK. They have been providing
cab reservation services to their customers across the country since many years.
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